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ABSTRACT: Convectively assembled colloidal crystal templates, composed of size-tunable (ca. 15–50 nm) silica (SiO₂) nanoparticles, enable versatile sacrificial templating of three-dimensionally ordered mesoporous (3DOm) metal oxides (MOx) at both mesoscopic and microscopic size scales. Specifically, we show for titania (TiO₂) and zirconia (ZrO₂) how this approach not only enables the engineering of the mesopore size, pore volume, and surface area but can also be leveraged to tune the crystallite polymorphism of the resulting 3DOm metal oxides. Template-mediated volumetric (i.e., interstitial) effects and interfacial factors are shown to preserve the metastable crystalline polymorphs of each corresponding 3DOm oxide (i.e., anatase TiO₂ (t-TiO₂) and tetragonal ZrO₂ (t-ZrO₂)) during high-temperature calcination. Mechanistic investigations suggest that this polymorph stabilization is derived from the combined effects of the template–replica (MOₓ/SiO₂) interface and simultaneous interstitial confinement that limit the degree of coarsening during high-temperature calcination of the template–replica composite. The result is the identification of a facile yet versatile templating strategy for realizing 3DOm oxides with (i) surface areas that are more than an order of magnitude larger than untemplated control samples, (ii) pore diameters and volumes that can be tuned across a continuum of size scales, and (iii) selectable polymorphism.

INTRODUCTION

Significant attention has been focused on the development of ordered mesoporous transition-metal oxides because of their intrinsic catalytic character and thermodynamic stability at elevated temperatures¹−³ and thus their attractiveness for current and emerging applications spanning adsorption, catalysis, solar cells, and energy storage, among others.⁴ Commercial metal oxide powders are often manufactured industrially via high-temperature flame hydrolysis techniques, which results in the formation of agglomerates of primary crystallites.⁵ These aggregated powders commonly form a random, tortuous network of interconnected pores with moderate surface areas and broad distributions in pore size.⁶ The inherent irregularity of the pore structure can lead to molecular transport limitations that, for example, hinder the performance of an adsorbent, result in excessive catalyst coking, or generate hot spots within a reactor.⁷−⁹ These problems are compounded by the susceptibility of oxides to thermodynamic mechanisms of reconfiguration including sintering, coarsening, and polymorph transformation when employed in high-temperature applications.¹⁰ Thus, the identification of versatile strategies capable of tailoring properties ranging from porosity to polymorphism across a diverse materials palette is essential to the rational engineering of existing metal oxides and the development of new nanomaterials for specific applications.

The development of sacrificial, template-directed synthesis methods has been widely explored as a means of constructing porous oxides with tailored porosities within the mesoporous regime (i.e., 2–50 nm)¹¹ from materials characterized, in their native state, by lower surface areas, restrictive pore volumes, and/or fine powder morphologies. Templating strategies are generally categorized by the nature of the template as either hard (i.e., preformed organic or inorganic structures such as colloids,¹²−¹⁴ colloidal crystals,¹⁵,¹⁶ and ordered porous solids¹⁷,¹⁸) or soft (i.e., molecular or macromolecular structures¹⁹). Soft templating benefits from its one-pot approach but relies on solution thermodynamics for the simultaneous assembly of sacrificial porogens with molecular replica precursors. Fine control over mesopore size and topology is possible, owing, for example, to strategies for controlling micelle size and the liquid-crystalline assembly of porogen networks. However, control over the pore wall thickness is more challenging, and porogen–replica interactions tend to complicate efforts for the a priori, rational engineering of materials with specific properties. Moreover, the temperature sensitivity of the soft templates leads to amorphous or only partially crystallized mesoporous MOₓ and pore shrinkage or even collapse upon thermal treatment owing to MOₓ coarsening occurring simultaneously with the loss of the organic template.¹,ⁱ⁰
Hard templating, on the other hand, relies on the preformation of porous solids that are subsequently employed to cast a replica material phase. These approaches benefit from the decoupling of the template and replica formation processes, thereby expanding the accessible range of porous replica materials.\textsuperscript{21–23} Drawbacks of conventional hard templating, however, stem from the common need to first form a template with tailored structural dimensions, a process often relying on soft-templating approaches (e.g., ordered mesoporous silicas (OMSs) among the SBA, MCM, and KIT families). While commonly employed for “hard”-templating or nanocasting of porous replica materials, the limited tunability of the pore walls within such OMSs translates to restrictions on the achievable pore sizes within replica mesoporous structures. In addition, successful replication can be challenged by the rapid hydrolysis and condensation of conventional oxide precursors,\textsuperscript{24,25} which leads to precursor aggregation and prevents infiltration of the template materials. Templating is further complicated by the large volumetric change that occurs during syneresis and crystallization of the precursor.\textsuperscript{26} Despite these challenges, numerous examples of successful nanocasting of ordered mesoporous oxides utilizing ordered mesoporous silicas (particularly with KIT-6 and SBA-15) have been reported.\textsuperscript{1,27–29}

Alternative modes of hard-templating have relied on colloidal crystals as templates, the benefits of which relate to their intrinsic interstitial rather than templated porosity, the three-dimensional interconnectivity of the particle network, and the coupled tunability of the constituent particle and interstice size.\textsuperscript{1,2,15,20,22,30,31} These properties translate, respectively, to facile template formation, ease of replica precursor infiltration, and the formation of porous replicas composed of three-dimensionally ordered and interconnected spherical pore bodies with pore walls of tunable thickness. The most common colloidal crystal templating of porous MO\textsubscript{x} materials has exploited crystals composed of monodisperse micrometer or submicrometer constituent particles, leading to the templating of lower-surface-area three-dimensionally ordered macroporous (3DOM)\textsuperscript{11,12} rather than mesoporous (3DOM) structures. Only recently have methods for the facile synthesis of silica nanoparticle crystals composed of constituent SiO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles\textsuperscript{1,3,2,33} been identified and leveraged for the synthesis of 3DOM MO\textsubscript{x} materials.\textsuperscript{30} In those cases, the near-nanometer resolution with which the constituent nano-particles can be tuned between ca. 10–50 nm helps to bridge the macro pore–mesopore gap that has persisted until recently with hard-templated porous materials.\textsuperscript{15}

The growth of synthetic strategies for tailoring nanoparticle shape, size, and multimodal assembly highlights the potential for nanoparticle crystal templating of hierarchically complex replica MO\textsubscript{x} materials with tailored pore size, connectivity, and topology. Such topological control holds promise for modulating properties such as internal molecular transport.

In addition, the ability to choose the polymorphic state of a given transition-metal oxide can be critical for realizing specific functions. For example, recent photocatalytic studies involving porous TiO\textsubscript{2} have revealed the importance of having mixtures of anatase and rutile polymorphs for optimal electron hole–pair separation.\textsuperscript{37–42} Additionally, specific polymorphism (i.e., exclusively having anatase or rutile) has been shown to be critical to the development of active catalytic supports.\textsuperscript{39,41,43} Similarly, transformation from the metastable tetragonal ZrO\textsubscript{2} polymorph to the more-stable monoclinic polymorph has been shown to coincide with the evolution of surface functionality in ZrO\textsubscript{2}-based acid catalysts; this can be utilized to tailor the surface chemistry and optimize the catalytic performance.\textsuperscript{44,45} Calcination can be used to induce polymorph interconversion and enhance crystallinity; however, it is generally a poor means of fine-tuning the proportions of phases present in fractional polymorphism and is often accompanied by unwanted sintering and coarsening. As such, there is a clear need to identify an independent means of tuning the polymorphic character of highly crystalline metal oxides while preserving porosity and surface area at elevated temperatures.

In this work, we demonstrate the formation of pore-size-tunable, three-dimensionally ordered mesoporous (3DOM) TiO\textsubscript{2} and ZrO\textsubscript{2} materials using colloidal crystal templates composed of monodisperse, size-tunable (ca. 10–50 nm) SiO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles. By synthesizing particles of representative sizes spanning this once-elusive particle size range, we show how the ability to tailor the constituent template particle size with nanometer resolution and the limited shrinkage of the replica pores translate to high-surface-area, three-dimensionally ordered mesoporous (3DOM) MO\textsubscript{x} with directly tunable pore sizes. Additionally, we identify a synergistic, template-mediated interfacial and volumetric mechanism for stabilizing metastable metal oxide polymorphs and fine-tuning fractional polymorphism upon high-temperature processing. We demonstrate this effect for TiO\textsubscript{2} (i.e., anatase TiO\textsubscript{2}) and employ ZrO\textsubscript{2} (i.e., tetragonal ZrO\textsubscript{2}) as a surrogate metal oxide for establishing the generalizability of 3DOM templating for tailoring both the mesostructure (i.e., pore size and surface area) and the crystallography (i.e., polymorphism) of porous oxides.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Synthesis of Colloidal Crystal Templates.** Colloidal crystal templates consisting of monodisperse, spherical SiO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles (SiO\textsubscript{2}-NPs; diameter \(\sim 15–50 \text{ nm}\)) were prepared via an amino acid-mediated synthesis and convective assembly process as reported previously by us\textsuperscript{1,11,31} and others.\textsuperscript{33,46} Generally, SiO\textsubscript{2}-NP sols were synthesized by the hydrolysis of tetraethoxysilicate (TEOS) in aqueous solutions of t-lysine ([\textit{t-lysine}]) at 90 °C under vigorous stirring. Nanoparticles of ca. 15 nm (\(x = 120, y = 2.46\)) and 22 nm (\(x = 61.5, y = 1.23\)) nominal diameter were synthesized from solutions with final molar compositions after hydrolysis of SiO\textsubscript{2}NP t-lysine/9500 H\textsubscript{2}O/4x ethanol. Sols of larger ca. 28 nm (\(x = 420, y = 2.46\)), ca. 34 nm (\(x = 690, y = 1.23\)), and 50 nm (\(x = 1120, y = 1.23\)) particles were prepared through a seeded growth process involving 1–3 sequential TEOS additions to the ca. 15 nm seed particle solutions until the prescribed molar composition was reached, with intermediate stirring for 12–24 h at 90 °C.\textsuperscript{21} The prepared silica sols were filtered (0.2 μm disc filter), dried into colloidal crystals at 70 °C, and in some cases calcined to 600 °C (5 h soak). Larger ca. 400 nm SiO\textsubscript{2} particles were synthesized by a modified arginine-mediated process,\textsuperscript{3,47} wherein TEOS was first hydrolyzed in an aqueous solution of the amino acid arginine under vigorous stirring for 10 min at room temperature, followed by heating at 70 °C for 24 h leading to a final molar composition of 17.9 SiO\textsubscript{2}/0.10 arginine/1000 H\textsubscript{2}O/71.8 ethanol. A 0.02 mL aliquot of this sol was then used to seed the growth of 400 nm SiO\textsubscript{2} particles by mixing with 175.3 g of a solution of molar composition 0.65 arginine/1000 H\textsubscript{2}O/1261.9 ethanol for the subsequent hydrolysis of 10.4 g of TEOS under vigorous stirring at 70 °C. The synthesis of Three-Dimensionally Ordered Mesoporous (3DOM) and Untemplated TiO\textsubscript{2} or ZrO\textsubscript{2}. Three-dimensionally ordered mesoporous (3DOM) TiO\textsubscript{2} and ZrO\textsubscript{2} materials were prepared via iterative incipient wetness infiltration (IWI) of preformed SiO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{22,22}
colloidal crystal templates (SiO$_2$-NP templates) with oxide precursor solutions. TiO$_2$ precursor solutions were prepared according to ref 29 by precipitating titanium(IV) ethoxide (Ti(OCH$_2$)$_3$), Aldrich) in deionized (DI) water under vigorous stirring (e.g., 0.6 g Ti(OEt)$_4$, 30 mL water) for 1 h prior to centrifugation and solvent decantation. The resulting titanium hydroxide gel was redispersed in concentrated hydrochloric acid (e.g., 0.8 g HCl per batch), yielding a clear solution. Clear aqueous ZrO$_2$ precursor solutions were prepared from zirconyl chloride octahydrate (ZrOCl$_2$·8H$_2$O, Sigma-Aldrich) in DI water (1.0 M ZrOCl$_2$·8H$_2$O). Aliquots of these clear precursor solutions (~0.5–1.0 mL/g SiO$_2$-NP templates) were deposited within the SiO$_2$-NP templates via an iterative IWI procedure with intermediate drying for 10 min at either 120 °C (ZrO$_2$) or 160 °C (TiO$_2$) and final drying at 100 °C for 24 h. In the case of 3DOM TiO$_2$, iterative IWI was carried out nine times; similarly, the IWI process was repeated until enough Zr material was added to fill either 20% (ZrO$_2$ ≈ 18 wt %) or 100% (ZrO$_2$ ≈ 53 wt %) of the template void space with crystalline ZrO$_2$. The composite TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$-NP powders were calcined at 1 °C/min to 450 or 773 °C (5 h dwell); similarly, the composite ZrO$_2$/SiO$_2$-NP powders were calcined at 5 °C/min to a final temperature ranging from 500 to 1000 °C (3 h dwell). Selective etching of the silica templates was carried out in a 1.0 M aqueous sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH, EMD) at room temperature for 5 days, with daily replacement of the NaOH solution. Processing conditions for the respective untemplated TiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ samples were denoted herein by x-Τ$_x$-SD-T$_c$, with the x prefix denoting the oxide (i.e., x = T for TiO$_2$, x = Z for ZrO$_2$), followed by the calcination temperature (T$_c$) of the composite MOX/SiO$_2$-NP powder, the diameter of the SiO$_2$ nanoparticles (SD), and finally the calcination temperature of the template (T$_x$).

Umweltmol imbed MOX control powders were prepared in the absence of the silica template by drying of the clear MOX precursor solution in a ceramic boat per the sequential conditions described above for TiO$_2$ and directly at room temperature (72 h) in the case of ZrO$_2$. The resulting powders were ground with a mortar and pestle, sieved with a #40 mesh screen (200 mm pores), and calcined to a temperature of T$_c$, according to the aforementioned conditions. These untemplated, TiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ samples are referenced herein as x-Τ$_x$, where x again denotes the specific oxide (i.e., T for TiO$_2$, Z for ZrO$_2$). Physical mixtures (ca. 50 wt %) of SiO$_2$ (35–50 nm) with TiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ were also prepared by grinding the SiO$_2$-NP templates with respective untemplated TiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ powders, the latter prior to their calcination, for 15 min using a mortar and pestle. The composite powders were sieved with a #40 mesh screen and calcined.

Characterization of the TiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ Products. Physical characteristics of the colloidal crystal templates and 3DOM oxides were measured via nitrogen physisorption (77 K) using a Microtrac ASAP 2020 instrument following degassing at 200 °C for 48 h (5 °C/min ramp). The specific surface area and the pore size distribution were calculated using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) methods, respectively, applied to the adsorption branch. The micropore volume and external surface area were analyzed by conventional t-plot methods, and the total pore volume was calculated from the volume adsorbed at P/P$_0$ = 0.99.

TEM imaging of powdered samples dispersed on an ultrathin carbon film supported on a 300-mesh copper grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences) was carried out on a LaB$_6$ JEOL JEM-2000FX instrument operating at 200 kV. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was carried out on an aberration-corrected JEOL JEM-ARM200CF instrument operating at 200 kV.

TiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ crystallinity was analyzed via powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku MiniFlex II diffractometer with Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation (λK$_\alpha$ = 1.5418 Å). The polymorph volume percentage of anatase (A) relative to rutile (R) for TiO$_2$ samples and tetragonal (t) relative to monoclinic (m) for ZrO$_2$ samples was calculated from integrated Bragg reflection intensities, I$_r$, corresponding to polymorph l (l = A, R, m, t). Specifically, in the case of TiO$_2$ the anatase (A) volume percentage was calculated to be 100 x [I$_A$/I$_{tot}$] (5.91Å), where I$_{tot}$ is the integrated R(110) reflection at 2θ = 27.5° and I$_A$ is the A(101) reflection at 2θ = 25.3°. For ZrO$_2$, the volume percentage of the tetragonal (t) ZrO$_2$ polymorph was calculated to be 1 = [1.311X$_{m}$(1 + 0.311X$_{m}$)], where X$_{m}$ is a weighted average of integrated peak intensities of the characteristic tetragonal (i.e., t(110) at 2θ = 30.2°) and monoclinic (i.e., m(111) at 2θ = 31.5° and m(111) at 2θ = 28.2°) reflections given by X$_m$ = [I$_{m}(111)$ + I$_{m}(101)$] / [I$_{m}(111)$ + I$_{m}(101)$].

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted under ambient conditions using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 10 instrument equipped with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) attachment. The SiO$_2$ nanoparticles were dried at either 70 °C or calcined for 5 h at 600 °C and then quickly sealed in a glass vial to limit the physisorption of atmospheric moisture prior to FTIR analysis. After cooling to room temperature, the samples were removed from the vial and analyzed with FTIR spectroscopy.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Template-Free Synthesis of Tunable Colloidal SiO$_2$ Templates.** We and others have previously shown that aqueous amino acid (L-lysine)-mediated synthesis of SiO$_2$ nanoparticles (SiO$_2$-NPs) yields highly monodisperse particles with nearly continuously tunable diameters in the 10–50 nm range. 21,31–33,46 The evaporation-induced convective assembly of these particles leads to the direct template-free formation of three-dimensionally ordered mesoporous silica structures shown via TEM imaging in Figure S1 and referred to hereafter according to the nominal size of the constituent SiO$_2$-NPs (e.g., 34 nm SiO$_2$-NP structures). Nitrogen physisorption isotherms collected on nominal 15, 22, 28, and 34 nm SiO$_2$-NP structures are type IV (Figure S2). The type-H2 hysteresis that shifts to higher relative pressures with increasing SiO$_2$-NP size indicates a characteristic increase in the dimensions of mesopores, namely, the interstitial space within the SiO$_2$-NP assemblies, with increasing SiO$_2$-NP size.

Here, we have synthesized particles of representative sizes spanning the range accessible by the lysine-mediated synthesis process to demonstrate the ease and resolution with which particle size control and ultimate pore templating can be achieved with this approach. Namely, the coupled tunability of particle size and mesopore (i.e., interstitial) size (D$_{pore}$ versus D$_{pore}$, Table S1) translates to the possibility for respective control over pore size and wall thickness in three-dimensionally ordered mesoporous (3DOM) materials formed through sacrificial replication (i.e., nanocasting) of the colloidal crystals. Here, using TiO$_2$ as a surrogate MOX, we demonstrate how these SiO$_2$-NP structures can be employed as sacrificial hard templates of mesopore topology. We also investigate the expanded role of the template in impacting the polymorphism of the crystalline 3DOM replicas and finally explore the generalizability of this multiscale templating through extension to 3DOM ZrO$_2$ materials.

**Hard Templating via IWI for the Synthesis of 3DOM TiO$_2$.** Hard-templating requires the identification of suitable MOX precursors for complete volumetric infiltration of the interstitial pores of the sacrificial template. In cases such as the SiO$_2$-NP templates discussed here, where the template is composed of mesopores (ca. 4.4×13.9 nm, Table S1) rather than macropores, solutions of molecular or oligomeric precursors are required for high-fidelity template replication. We employed acid-mediated TiO$_2$ dissolution as a means for realizing clear solutions containing monomeric and oligomeric TiO$_2$ precursors. Sequential incipient wetness infiltration (IWI)
of the colloidal crystal templates by aliquots of the clear solution obtained filling of the interstices of the SiO$_2$-NP templates. Subsequent drying, template-replica composite calcination at 450 °C, and selective template dissolution resulted in robust 3DoM TiO$_2$ materials. We refer hereafter to 3DoM structures according to the template particle size from which they were derived (e.g., 34 nm 3DoM TiO$_2$). Representative TEM micrographs of the 3DoM TiO$_2$ products shown in Figure 1a–d reveal the presence of ordered and 3D-
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interconnected spherical pore bodies of tailored dimension that are interconnected with hexagonally close-packed (hcp) symmetry by narrow windows at points of original contact between adjacent template particles. Representative SEM micrographs are shown for the 34 nm 3DoM TiO$_2$ in Figure S3. This ordered pore topology is in stark contrast to disordered intercrystalline pores within untemplated TiO$_2$ materials (Figure S4).

Nitrogen physisorption isotherms (Figure 1e) collected on the 3DoM samples are type IV and reveal characteristic H2 hysteresis indicative of mesoporosity. BJH analysis of the adsorption branch of the resulting isotherms confirms that the pore body size (D$_{pore}$, Table S2) and its distribution (inset, Figure 1e) trend proportionally to but are systematically lower than the constituent particle size of the SiO$_2$-NP templates. Comparative measurement of the center-to-center distances of ca. 100 template particles of 34 nm nominal diameter (Figure S 1d) with the center-to-center distance of pores within the 3DoM replica structure (Figure 1d) suggests only modest (ca. 2%) contraction of the 3DoM replica pores. Thus, the apparent discrepancy between the mesopore dimensions extracted via BJH analysis of the adsorption isotherms and the nominal template particle size appears to be primarily an artifact of the assumption of cylindrical rather than spherical pores that is intrinsic to the BJH method. In all cases, as shown in Table S2, sacrificial templating offers a dramatic increase in the BET surface area and total pore volume relative to those of untemplated control samples calcined under the same conditions. Specifically, for 3DoM TiO$_2$ samples calcined at 450 °C prior to template removal, specific surface areas span from 155 to 229 m$^2$/g over the range of template sizes explored (i.e., 34 to 15 nm, respectively). This marks a respective 288 to 473% increase in surface area relative to the corresponding untemplated TiO$_2$. Similarly, total specific pore volumes spanning 0.3 to 0.6 cm$^3$/g, associated nearly exclusively with mesopores, are derived from SiO$_2$-NP templating, whereas typical pore volumes of untemplated TiO$_2$ were measured at 0.1 cm$^3$/g. This analysis shows that the resulting 3DoM structures are predominantly mesoporous, with the statistical equivalence of the total and mesopore volumes. No more than ca. 6.5% of the overall surface area is associated with microporosity, most probably derived from intercrystalline pores within the nanoparticulate walls of the resulting structures.

Even with a further increase in the calcination temperature to 773 °C, which is more than 100 °C above the characteristic Hultig temperature for bulk crystalline TiO$_2$ (TiO$_2$Hultig $\approx$ 610 °C) where the onset of atomic surface mobility is expected to feed particle coarsening, consistently large specific surface areas (ca. 175 m$^2$/g) and pore volumes (0.4 cm$^3$/g) were retained. These data underscore the resistance that hard SiO$_2$-NP templates offer against pore collapse during the structural coarsening that is known to occur at high temperatures for crystalline MO$_x$ materials. Hence, the facile ability to synthesize SiO$_2$-NP templates with tunable particle size can be leveraged as a versatile strategy for synthesizing ordered, porous TiO$_2$ structures with fine control over mesopore size as well as the realization of large mesopore volumes and high surface areas relative to those of untemplated materials.

Template-Induced Anatase Phase Stabilization in TiO$_2$. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns shown in Figure 2 confirm the crystallization of 3DoM TiO$_2$ structures replicated on SiO$_2$-NP templates of various specified sizes following calcination of the template-replica composite to temperatures below (450 °C, Figure 2a) and above (773 °C, Figure 2b) the characteristic Hultig temperature for bulk crystalline TiO$_2$. Traditionally, TiO$_2$ starts its polymorphic transformation from the metastable anatase (A(101) at $2\theta$ $\approx$ 25.3°) to the thermodynamically stable rutile (R(110) at $2\theta$ $\approx$ 27.5°) polymorph upon high-temperature calcination (i.e., $\approx$500 °C), and the transformation is usually complete once the Hultig temperature is reached. This expected behavior for the polymorphic transformation is clearly demonstrated by the untemplated TiO$_2$ samples in our study, which are predominantly composed of the anatase polymorph (i.e., $\approx$75% as tabulated in Table S2) when calcined at 450 °C (Figure 2a), whereas calcination at 773 °C induces complete transformation to the rutile polymorph (Figure 2b).

In stark contrast to this, the templated 3DoM TiO$_2$ samples all demonstrate a comparative preservation of the metastable anatase polymorph as noted by the general persistence of the A(101) reflection and limited development of the R(110).
reflection under both of the calcination conditions studied here. Specifically, for calcination at 450 °C (Figure 2a), the anatase fraction estimated for 15 to 34 nm 3DOM TiO₂ materials (Table S2) is no less than ca. 92%. Similarly, calcination at 773 °C (Figure 2b) leads to a 3DOM TiO₂ anatase volume fraction of no less than ca. 96%.

Powder XRD in Figure 2 and the fractional polymorphism estimated by Scherrer analysis and tabulated in Table S2 also reveal an apparent sensitivity of this polymorph stabilization to the template particle size. Specifically, the anatase volume fraction in 3DOM TiO₂ systematically decreases by up to 8% upon increasing the SiO₂-NP template size from 15 to 34 nm. As shown in Table S1, such changes in the template particle size correspond to an increase in template pore size (4.4–13.9 nm) and a decrease in template surface area (246–103 m²/g). It is therefore conceivable that the observed polymorph stabilization may be derived, at least in part, from respective volumetric and interfacial factors imposed by the template during the formation of 3DOM replica structures.

Volumetric Contributions to the Stabilization of Metastable 3DOM Polymorphism. Free-energy-based arguments suggest that a critical nucleus size of ca. 15 nm⁵⁵,⁵⁶ exists for TiO₂ below which the anatase polymorph is more stable than the rutile polymorph. The commensurate size of the SiO₂-NP template pores (ca. 4–14 nm, Table S1) wherein TiO₂ crystallization occurs during 3DOM TiO₂ synthesis suggests some potential for volumetric stabilization of the anatase polymorph through the prevention of the crystallite size reaching critical dimensions through particle growth or coarsening.

Scherrer analysis (Table S2) reveals that the minimum size of the anatase crystallites trends with diameter and, thus, the pore size of the SiO₂-NP templates (Table S1). Specifically, anatase crystallite sizes for 3DOM materials calcined at 450 °C range from 6.3 nm (T-450-s15-600) to 12.3 nm (T-773-s34-600) and fall below the critical nucleus size. Moreover, the SiO₂-NP template appears to prevent coarsening of the TiO₂ crystals upon calcination at 773 °C; this is noted by the lack of any significant increase in crystallite size in comparison to the 3DOM TiO₂ samples calcined at 450 °C. Conversely, significant anatase crystallite coarsening occurs in the absence of the template from ca. 12 nm anatase and rutile crystallites at 450 °C (T-u-450) to ca. 51.4 nm pure rutile crystallites at 773 °C (T-u-773). This unhindered coarsening of the untemplated samples allows the grain size to surpass the critical diameter necessary for anatase stabilization and coincides with a complete transformation to the rutile polymorph.

Interfacial Contributions to the Stabilization of Metastable 3DOM Polymorphism. The apparent relationship between the surface area of the template and the resulting polymorph that is generated suggests that an interfacial mechanism may also contribute to the preservation of the metastable anatase phase at elevated temperatures. This concept is derived from our recent report of anatase stabilization along the interface of thin TiO₂ films deposited on oxide support layers (i.e., TiO₂/SiO₂).⁵⁷ Specifically, we have shown that the anatase polymorph can be stabilized by the TiO₂-SiO₂ interface at temperatures well in excess of the characteristic Hüttig temperature identified for bulk TiO₂. This results from the apparent interface-mediated mitigation of atomic surface mobility that typically favors the polymorphic transformation from anatase to rutile in bulk powders.

To further understand the relative contributions of template-imposed interfacial and volumetric stabilization constraints in the case of 3DOM TiO₂, we have prepared TiO₂ replicas on templates composed of much larger submicromer (ca. 400 nm) SiO₂ particles. This order-of-magnitude increase in template particle size relative to the SiO₂-NPs described up to now (15–34 nm) lowers the template surface area and increases the template pore size, the latter by a factor of more than 4 over the critical TiO₂ crystallite size. Whereas anatase fractions (Figure 2, Table S2) in the 400 nm TiO₂ decrease to ca. 84 and 80% after calcination treatments at 450 and 773 °C, respectively, a clear resistance to the anatase-to-rutile interconversion seems to persist. Without volumetric confinement such as that imposed by smaller SiO₂-NP templates, however, the rutile crystallites grow to ca. 32 nm whereas anatase crystallites in the same sample are measured at approximately 24 nm, which still exceeds the theoretical critical crystallite dimensions.

Even in the case where a 50/50 physical mixture of TiO₂ and SiO₂ powders was prepared, in which no volumetric confinement and only limited interfacial interactions between phases were present, calcination to 773 °C resulted in limited but measurable resistance to the full anatase-to-rutile transformation. Specifically, a 14% anatase fraction was preserved (Table S2). These examples of persistent anatase stabilization without significant or specific volumetric confinement seem to point to an apparent role of the template–replica interface in stabilizing porous metastable TiO₂.

It is insightful to compare these findings to the templating of three-dimensionally ordered macroporous (3DOM) TiO₂ materials, reported previously by Holland and Stein,²⁰ realized...
by the replication of ca. 400 nm polystyrene (latex) colloidal crystals. As we have described above to be the case with SiO$_2$ templates, Holland et al. demonstrated a similar resistance to bulklike TiO$_2$ polymorphism upon calcination employed for the removal of the organic template. Specifically, a purely anatase 3DOM structure was synthesized at a temperature of 575 °C, and the anatase polymorph persisted in fractional form with rutile at temperatures as high as 1000 °C. Such polymorphic stabilization under moderate confinement imposed by the 400 nm styrene templates in that work like that observed for SiO$_2$ templates here suggests that it may not be the specific surface composition so much as the interfacial confinement of crystallization that contributes to the observed stabilization phenomenon. This is consistent with our recent reports of two-dimensional interfacial confinement as a basis for the polymorphic stabilization of thin TiO$_2$ films.$^{57}$

Fine Tuning TiO$_2$ Polymorphism via Surface Modification with SiO$_2$. Nonetheless, to further explore the template-replica interfacial influence on 3DOM TiO$_2$ materials and to determine whether the interface itself might be employed to fine tune the polymorphic phase stability, we have studied whether simple changes in the surface chemistry of the SiO$_2$-NP template may also influence fractional polymorphism. Specifically, we have tuned the template silanol chemistry by condensing surface hydroxyls into siloxane bonds (i.e., Si=O-Si)$^{58}$ through high-temperature calcination of the SiO$_2$-NP templates prior to 3DOM TiO$_2$ replication. The evolution in surface chemistry from as-made templates (treatment at 70 °C (I)) to those calcined at 600 °C (II) is shown by FTIR characterization in Figure 3a. Whereas as-made templates (70 °C (I)) display a surface composition rich in vicinal silanol groups (i.e., neighboring H-bonded Si−O−H, ν ≈ 3530 cm$^{-1}$), calcination at 600 °C (II) results in a weakening of the vicinal silanol band in favor of a more pronounced band at ~3741 cm$^{-1}$ associated with isolated silanol groups.$^{59}$

XRD data for 3DOM TiO$_2$ samples prepared on these disparately pretreated SiO$_2$-NP templates after composite TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ calcination at 450 and 773 °C is also shown in Figure 3b. Template pretreatment at 70 °C (I) appears to generally prevent the development of the rutile polymorph (samples T-450-s34-70 and T-773-s34-70 in Table S2). Conversely, 600 °C pretreatment (II) of the SiO$_2$-NP template leads to the development of fractional rutile polymorphism upon composite TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ calcination. XRD and TEM images collected at various stages of the IWI process (i.e., with iterative IWI infiltrations (between 1 and 7 times) of the SiO$_2$-NP template) (Figure 4), however, suggest that the onset of fractional rutile polymorphism in the case of templates pretreated at 600 °C does not occur until the later stages of
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**Figure 3.** (a) FTIR characterization of the as-prepared, (I) (70 °C), and precalcined, (II) (600 °C), SiO$_2$ templates revealing correspond ing changes in surface chemistry with calcination. (b) XRD (shifted for clarity) of 3DOM TiO$_2$ materials calcined in the presence of a 34 nm SiO$_2$-NP template for 3 h at 450 or 773 °C as specified for samples prepared by 9× incipient wetness infiltrations (IWIs) of 34 nm SiO$_2$-NP templates that have been either (I) pretreated at 70 °C or (II) precalcined at 600 °C prior to IWI.
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**Figure 4.** TEM micrographs showing the morphological evolution of TiO$_2$ when supported on ca. 50 nm SiO$_2$ nanoparticle crystal templates following sequential (a) 1×, (b) 3×, (c) 5×, and (d) 7× incipient wetness infiltrations (IWIs) of TiO$_2$ precursor materials and subsequent calcination at 773 °C for 3 h. Representative coarsening crystallites are shown by the arrows in panels (c) and (d). Corresponding XRD spectra of the SiO$_2$-NP-supported TiO$_2$ are shown in (e) for IWI of the TiO$_2$ precursor in SiO$_2$ templates that were either pretreated at T$_{SiO2}$ = 70 °C (solid lines) or precalcined at T$_{SiO2}$ = 600 °C (dashed lines). The position of the rutile R(110) reflection has been denoted to emphasize its absence in materials prepared with as many as 7× IWIs.
the multiple infiltration process after a higher loading of surface-anchored TiO$_2$ crystallites is reached.

Specifically, TEM images show that after the 1× IWI step the SiO$_2$-NPs appear smooth with little evidence of TiO$_2$ decoration (Figure 4a). Subsequent IWI steps (i.e., 3–5× steps) generate small TiO$_2$ crystallites ~5–10 nm in size anchored to the template surface (Figure 4b,c), and further IWI steps (i.e., 7×) result in larger surface-anchored TiO$_2$ crystallites that begin to fill the interstitial pore space of the SiO$_2$-NP template (Figure 4d). Corresponding XRD (Figure 4e) of the composite TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ samples shows the persistence of purely the anatase polymorph, as denoted by the presence of the A(101) reflection and the absence of the R(110) peak during successive precursor loadings for SiO$_2$-NP templates pretreated at both (I) 70 °C (solid spectra) and (II) 600 °C (dashed spectra). This leaves the development of mixed anatase–rutile polymorphs, in the case of the SiO$_2$-NP templates pretreated at 600 °C (Figures 2 and 3), to the final stages of infiltration (i.e., after 9 successive IWI cycles).

Bright-field (BF) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM images of representative TiO$_2$ crystallites decorating the surface of the 600 °C-pretreated amorphous SiO$_2$-NP template after calcination at 773 °C are shown in Figures 5 and S5. Our analysis shows that samples are dominated by crystallites such as the one shown in Figure 5a for which the measured d spacing of lattice fringes corresponds to anatase [101] planes (3.52 Å) as opposed to rutile. Generally, the amorphous SiO$_2$ substrate is also observed to creep onto the surface of the TiO$_2$ crystallites (shown by the arrows in Figure 5a), providing increased interfacial contact between the TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$ phases. Such surface migration of silica is expected given the sample calcination at 773 °C, which exceeds the characteristic Hüttig temperature of silica (SiO$_2$Hüttig ≈ 570 °C) where surface migration of atoms in bulk SiO$_2$ materials occurs.

Although the overwhelming majority of the crystallites studied in detail by STEM imaging displayed lattice fringe spacings and angles that could be best indexed as anatase TiO$_2$ (Figure S5), one crystallite, shown in Figure 5b, was identified that was more consistent with the rutile polymorph of TiO$_2$. The fact that powder XRD (Figure 4) points to predominant anatase polymorphism for this sample is consistent with the minority rutile and massive majority of anatase crystallites (Figure S5) that were identified during our STEM analysis. It is also noteworthy that the rutile crystallite identified in Figure 5b does not show clear wetting by an amorphous SiO$_2$ film as observed in most cases for the anatase crystallites.

We hypothesize that the copious neighboring silanols, which decorate the surface of the as-made SiO$_2$ templates (Figure 3b(I)), offer abundant sites for condensation with the alkoxide TiO$_2$ precursor during IWI and subsequent high-temperature processing. Additionally, these sites most likely facilitate improved anchoring and dispersion of the TiO$_2$ precursor and provide more intimate interfacial contact between the TiO$_2$ crystallites and the underlying SiO$_2$ template relative to templates pretreated at 600 °C. Indeed, the wetting of isolated crystallites by SiO$_2$ thin films also appears to enhance the interfacial stabilization of anatase crystallites. Increased loading of TiO$_2$ crystallites closely adhered to the SiO$_2$ surface probably also leads to a degree of confinement-based stabilization as we have reported recently, consistent with the apparent interface-mediated stabilization observed even for nonsiliceous templates (e.g., styrene) as discussed earlier.

In the case of SiO$_2$-NP templates calcined at 600 °C, once the vicinal silanol groups are saturated by adhered crystallites, the higher proportion of isolated silanol groups (Figure 3b(II)) most likely leads to reduced adhesion and the onset of rutile polymorphism in the final stages of multicycle IWI-based synthesis. The differences in the nature of the SiO$_2$-NP substrate upon pretreatment seem to be manifested in limited SiO$_2$ wetting of these crystallites.

Generalizability of 3DOM MO$_2$ Stabilization: Extension to 3DOM ZrO$_2$ Templating. We have employed ZrO$_2$ as a surrogate metal oxide system in order to determine the applicability and generalizability of the 3DOM templating strategy and polymorphic stabilization phenomenon beyond TiO$_2$. Specifically, we synthesized 3DOM ZrO$_2$ using an iterative IWI procedure for the replication of a 34 nm SiO$_2$-NP template with a zirconyl chloride precursor, followed by calcination of the template–replica composite at 500 °C and template removal. TEM characterization of the product in Figure 6a shows ordered mesoporosity similar to that found for 34 nm 3DOM TiO$_2$, confirming the successful extension of the 3DOM templating approach to ZrO$_2$. The ordered mesostructure observed in the case of the templated material stands in stark contrast to the untemplated ZrO$_2$ control (Figure S4).

The characteristic hysteresis loop in the corresponding N$_2$ physisorption isotherm in Figure 6b demonstrates the retention of the mesoporosity upon template removal. As in the case of TiO$_2$, 3DOM templating of ZrO$_2$ results in narrowly distributed mesopores (inset, Figure 6) of ca. 17.3 nm as estimated by BJH analysis, a specific BET surface area (181 m$^2$/g) that is more...
than an order of magnitude larger than that for the untemplated ZrO$_2$ control sample (i.e., 17 m$^2$/g, sample z-u-500), and a large specific pore volume of 0.5 cm$^3$/g as tabulated in Table S3.

Comparative XRD of untemplated (Figure 7a) and 3DOM ZrO$_2$ samples (Figure 7b) as a function of calcination conditions reveals an apparent stabilization of the correspond-ing metastable (tetragonal ZrO$_2$, t-ZrO$_2$) polymorph analogous to that which we observed for anatase TiO$_2$. Specifically, XRD data are shown for 34 nm 3DOM ZrO$_2$ (Figure 7b) following calcination of the SiO$_2$-ZrO$_2$ composite at temperatures ranging from 500 °C, where bulk ZrO$_2$ crystallization is expected, to temperatures below (700 °C), near (900 °C), and above (1000 °C), the characteristic Hüttig temperature for bulk ZrO$_2$ (ZrO$_2$ Hüttig = 903 °C). The metastable tetragonal polymorph (as evidenced by the t(101) reflection at $2\theta$ ≈ 30.2°) persists under all conditions, with the development of no more than 15% thermodynamically stable m-ZrO$_2$ (Table S3, Figure 7c) indicated by a moderate increase in the characteristic m(111) ($2\theta$ = 31.5°) and m(111) ($2\theta$ = 28.2°) reflections (Figure 7b). Under the same conditions, the untemplated ZrO$_2$ control sample fully converts to the thermodynamically stable monoclinic polymorph (Figure 7a,c, Table S3), as expected, once the characteristic Hüttig temperature has been reached.

As shown in Table S3, the 3DOM ZrO$_2$ crystallite size is limited to dimensions commensurate with the 34 nm SiO$_2$-NP template pore size (ca. 14 nm, Table S1), which is well below the critical nucleus size for t-ZrO$_2$ ($\approx$30 nm). This points to the potential role of volumetric confinement in the observed polymorph stabilization. By final analogy with the 3DOM TiO$_2$ system, we show that a physical SiO$_2$–ZrO$_2$ mixture that provides no specific volumetric confinement of the ZrO$_2$ phase during coarsening and only moderate SiO$_2$–ZrO$_2$ interfacial contact undergoes a transformation to ca. 88% m-ZrO$_2$ under composite calcination at 1000 °C (Figure 7c, Table S3). The limited but measurable resistance against full tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation underscores the apparent contribution, at least in part, of interfacial stabilization in the case of ZrO$_2$, as we have shown previously for TiO$_2$.

It is insightful to frame the 3DOM ZrO$_2$ results in the context of earlier literature reports of analogous macroporous 3DOM ZrO$_2$ materials templated upon poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) colloidal crystals composed of ca. 300 nm particles. Namely, Al-Daous and Stein$^{63}$ showed that the PMMA template offered a degree of resistance to full polymorph interconversion, with as much as 54% t-ZrO$_2$ persisting at temperatures as high as 700 °C. As with TiO$_2$, the possible interfacial and confinement-mediated stabilization phenomena appear to be relatively independent of the specific template composition. This demonstrates the potential generalizability of the observed stabilization phenomenon among 3DOM MO$_x$ systems.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have shown how a versatile colloidal crystal template composed of nanoparticles, ranging in diameter from 15 to 34 nm, can be employed to realize 3DOM TiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ replica structures with attractive surface areas, pore size tunability with near-nanometer resolution, and good control over polymorphic content. Specifically, this study elucidates the important role that the template plays in scaffolding the mesoporous product at temperatures that would traditionally collapse the pore structure of the oxide and goes on further to elucidate the role of the template in resisting the temperature-induced poly-
morphic transformation. Specifically, template-mediated interface and volumetric confinement effects combine to stabilize the metastable polymorphic phase of templated oxides during high-temperature calcination of the composite samples (i.e., TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$/SiO$_2$). The versatility of the geometrically simple SiO$_2$-NP templates for tailoring structure across meso- to microscopic scales makes the 3Dm templating approach a potentially attractive strategy for designing and tailoring material complexity.
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